
BUDDHIST ROCK ENCRAVINGS IN DIR 

By Prof. Ahmad Hasan Dani 

Rock carvings in the Frontier regions have been long reported. One 
group of these carvings has been firmly dated by the late Col. D.H. Gor
don. To this same category belong the newly-discovered carvings at Gog
dara in Swat. But there is another group representing Buddhist figures. 
Prof. Tucci vaguely surmised about their dating. The new m.aterials found 
in Dir have now placed at our disposal sufficient evidence to give a definite 
chronology to these carvings. According to this chronological scheme they 
fall in 6th-7th centuries. A.D. and thus they· bear out the chief evidence 
that the Gandhara art did not come to an end in the fifth century by the so
called destruction of the White Huns;. It continued and evolved new forms 
and styles until it merged itself in the art of the Hindu Shahis. 

Prehistoric rock carvings in G::indhara have been ·found in several 
places. Paterson and Drummond, in their work Soan the Palaeolithic of 
Pakistan, have illustrated a few of them from Mandori in the Nizampur 
Valley on the right bank of the river Indus. Col. D.H. Gordon ( Prehistoric 
Background of Indian Culture, PP. 111-112) has discussed the merits of 
these carvings in great length and placed them in a proper chronological 
perspective. At Mandori there is also one line of Kharoshthi inscription. 
These carvings are rather very crude and the tools with which they have 
been worked are extremely primitive. Almost all of them are _drawn by 
deep lines of scratching on the surfac� of the rock. The subject matter is 
too simple - some .animals_, hum·ans or objects like cart. 

Such primitive engravings were noticed by us at several1>laces in Dir 
near Jimargarha and Khal. Prof. G. Tucci, in his "Preliminary Reports and 
studies on the Italian Excavations in Swat (Pakistan), published in East 
and West, Vol. 9. Dec. 1958, reports the discovery of such carvings. He 
writes, "I discovered on the occasion of the survey I made of the spur of 
mountain which closes the valley of Udegram, dividing it from that of 
Gogdara. The whole side, above which towers on the right an image of the 
the Buddha, is carved with drawings of wild or domestic animals, of various 
sizes, some of them truly remarkable. These are not only graffiti, but deep
cut engravings of which some are hollowed in the rock by the use of a yet 
harder stone, so that the surface thus excavated seems to be polished; the 
feline animals are recognizable by the stippling scattered over their bodies, 
imitating their spotted skins. The drawing and the ductus of the body con
sists of two triangles whose apexes toach, while the tails of the a.11imals end 
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a. No. 193. Mane Tangai. - Dhyani Buddha

b. No.194. Mane Tangai - Seated Buddhas and standing Padmapanis

,'.)n a huge boulder •

Plate No. 99 



a. No.195. Mane Tangai � Preaching Buddha

flanked by Padmapanis

b. No. 196. Mane Tangai - Dhyani Buddha
and standing Padmapani

c. No. U::17. Mane Tangai - Dhyani Buddha
and standing Padmapani

Plate No. 100 



b. No. 199. Mane T,angai - Padmapani

surrounded by other figures

a. No. 198. Mane Tangai - Padmapani

in lalitasana pose

Plate No. 101 



a. No. 20Ci. Mane Tangai - Seated Buddha -C. No. 202. Mane Tangai - Two Dbyani.
Buddhas

b. No,. 201. Mane Tangai - Two Seated
Padmapanis 

Plate No. 102 



a. No. 203. Damkot - Seated Padmapani b. No. 204. Damkot

c. No. 205. Damkot - Seated Padmapani
and Dh.yani Buddha

Plate No. 103 

Seated Padmapani 



a. No. 206. Damkot - Two. Padmapanis

b. No. 207. Damkot - Two Padmapanis

Plate No. l04 
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·in a spiral. These carvings are very like the paintings of animals on the
vases of ancient Iran.

"Whatev� may be the conclusions to, which we shall be led wh�n 
· all the rock drawings are brought to light and when the yet untouched soil
· is· uncovered, there would seem room for believing that we have here come
. 11:o the dawn of the life of Udegram, and that these documents date back to
_pr0to-:historic tinies". This belief of Prof. Tucci has never been fulfilled.
Though all the carvings have now been exposed and the culture-bearing 
strata excavated, still there has not appeared a detailed study of the carv
ings along with the proper analysis of the contents of the strata. However, 

· from the technical point of view the carvings are not different from what
Prof. Tucci published in his fig. 8., which bears a drawing of a standing Ku
shana king with a Kharoshthi inscription giving the name of Huvishka. On
this rock the other figures are also visible. They appear to be slightly earli-

. er in date than the Kharoshthi inscription. But in any case they must fall

. in line with the other rock carvings in Gandha.ra.

There is a second category of rock engravings found on the road 
side in S.dat. They were first observed by Sir Aurel Stein (See "An Archaeo
logical Tour in Upper Swat and Adjacent Hill Tracts" in Memoirs of the
Archaeological Survey of India). Prof. Tµcci 'has �ade a. tiefaiiJed referenre 
to them in his "Pre1iminary Reports and Studies". Some of them have now 
been removed to the reserve collection of the Swat Museum in Saidu Sharif. 
These were noted by us and described in th� Introduction, Chapter (IV). 
Prof. Tµc�i coJI}Ihen'.ts u'i'he rock carvings repres�rlt ei� a' �u<:idha, -stand
i�� or si't'ij��, sometimes afone, sometimes accofll:p�41 "<>� ·.'oofh sides by 
a Bodhisattva, also standing or sitting. The representattehs- df -a poouliar 
Bodhisattva for exceed in number those of the Buddha or other BEXlli'.i
sattv�s and le.ad o�e to believe that the former represented, at least, 
during a .certain peried, the most popular deity of the country, a kind of 
protecti�g or patron Cod. This Bodhisattva is gen,erally found in two forms: 
one is _that of Lokesvara in ,rajalilasana i.e. with •left·_ leg-� gently 1hanging 
from the throne ancf-tlie lotus in the left hand; _:rrl.tt�H·n\hre rare is the 
image of the same God standing". While comm.enting ·ah�) sty-listk eom
parison, Prof: Tucci remarks. "One has the impression that. with the change 
of the religious contents the style .also was greatly modified and one' is in
clined to see in this style the influence, even if remote, of the aesthetic 
ideals which developed in .India during the Gupta period �J.'.ld which made 
the statues of Swat the westernmost tho.ugh indepe:nden� c�unterpart of those 
of the Pala art ......... I should say that generally they cannot be older 
than seventh century and later than the tenth". 
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As· I examine the photographs published by Prof: Tucci and verify 
them in situ, I subdivide them into two groups. The first group includes 
the Buddha figures given by Prof. Tucci in Nos. 6 and 11. Here we find the 
Dhyani Buddhas in the typical Gandharan style but their late date is obvi
ous from the semi-circular fall of the robe in front of the seat. This style 
is found at Chatpat (see pl. No. 53). There is, no doubt, that these two 
must be still later in date as the type became conventional very soon. We 
can also note chronological difference between Tucci's figures 6 and 11. 

· These figures do not show any influence from the Gangetic Valley and they
continue the older tradition. However, in the facial cut of figure 11, we
may mark the high cheek bones of the Buddha. How far late they should
be dated, must be decided on the evidence of the posisble time when Buddh
ism received the last patronage in this region. Apparently this must be be
fore the coming of the Hindu Shahis.

The second group includes the new type of the Bodhisattvas. Almost
; all the figures have been identified by Prof. Tucci as Lokesvara, but his fig.
No. 23 is said to be that of Vajrapani. This identification is not above doubt.
Though the object held in hiS' left hand is broken, still sufficient portion re

'. mains to suggest long stalk. And then all other features are similar to those
�een in other figures. Prof. Tucci has rightly seen in them influence from

, the Gupta classical style as we have noted in our plate 56 a, No. 109, which
,_belongs to the third period of Chatpat. In this third period more influen
\�S came from the Ganges valley. But there is nothing in them that speaks of 
. the Pal� art as has been vaguely surm.ised i by Prof. Tucci. We have earlier 
not�d the-. reason ;how Gupta infl:uetjf�-�. po�µ reac� here from the time 

. 0€ the Ki4w.., :.K�s��as onwards. But we. ��n hardly see any reason for the 
Pala iJ;l.flu�nces� 1n. fact these figures, do .not compare at all .with ihe Pala 

·-ScJ:i.o,ol of �rt. Th�r�fore they should.not .be :d�ted later than the 7th �ntt.iry

A'.D... . 
. , 

. ,Th�.���� :e�·�r;,��gs in Dir are: of an entirely different category . 
. They. h�ve been studied only in two .places although infopnation about other 
-places has also. been received. One. group of these .engarvings is seen at
the foot of the Da.Iµkot Range just on the bank of the Swat river worked
on the stray· rocks .lying in the neighqo.urhood. These were possibly done
by the .-Buddhist . monks who lived � .1· the monasteries on the top of the
hill.-They must have come down to the .. ri,ver Swat for fetching water and in
. their leisure hours they spent the time in; carving these figqres. The secon�
group can be seen.in the scattered boulders in the village of Mane Tangai,
about three miles north of Mian Barangola, which is itself eight miles west
of Chakdara fort. Hight up on the hill is the proper monastery but in the
village itself near a modern mosque there is a huge granitic boulder stand-
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ing upright facing ea�t. '.There are other boulders scatered for about a 
mile. On the tall standing boulder and on a few of them in its neighbour
hood the engravings have been done. It seems that the Buddhist monks on 
way up to the monastery must hav e stopped here for rest, and finding 
suitable stone they WO.liked the figures on them. 

At Mane Tungai the stone being granite is much better :preserved and 
the figures can still l>e· d.istinctly recognised. At Dainkot the Stene boti-lders
are of

! 
scb'ist iimt:' thef have been constantly washeci by the flood water of

die river Swat. As a result they are much decayed and it is <iliifficwt to recog
nise the figures. YeaPs, of exposure have blackened the surface and the came
ra can hardly catch the lines of the figures. The photographs are consequ
e�tly not very clear. The usual methoq of carving was to smoothen t}:le 
the surface by und,er-cutting and chiselling and leaving the space in the 
middle for the figures. The lines of the figures were drawn on the left-over 
stone surface and the unwanted portion was· cut out. Thus all these figures 
were actually made in low relief. But as the depth was too small, they 
have not come out boldly, The Budrlha £�ures show very crude handling 
but t_hose of Paqma�ni are very well drawn. The limbs of the body, the 
drapery and the lotus stalk are 111 distinctly depicte,d. 

I , I .._ -
. . ,. , 

There i ·s a preponderance of the figures of Padmapani in thes� en
grayings and' lifl 'o� t'herri;, with only two exceptions of standing figures, ire
s�ated ip. the la�it�sqna pose. The spee:ic1;l P,reference for this Bo,dhjs,attv� a�?
th� w�y of dep1cpon at ?nee relegate the �n!pfvipgs tq a_ late d�t�. ���e
of them also show the diaphanous dress of the Gu�ta clas:s1cal art. The Buci-
dh� �gu,re� �;� �ut��ri� oi.i th� trpical G�qdhaj-�n_ robe f c;wei;ir;�. bqth ��� 
shoulaers. Tne- Eody is not well proportioned. fhe han�s and; legs have 
pronounced lengths and they are drawn pill�r.:Iik�. Iii such a depiction·tli y 
stal}c! � �eat �9Pfrf1�t to th9se of Padmap�qi. The style of tpese Dh.yani 
lj!yfld,has is �pJip�f� 1iff.�rent from those seen .i11- the. ro�k e��r,av�g� .W
-�w�ctf , 11 ,i,es.<r r.�RJ�s. the 9arment i,s h3J'4lY v.i�ible separatf frqm t4�
,b,�f!y. There ;tre RP li!J.�S of folds nor dp we ha�n ltI� Io� r -�1lff§ fM�n�. OV<rf
t�r leg_s. Th7. -fi�es �re. tpo ro�gh and cruqe a,nd, }MY 3;ffll�ax; · to beloni 
to t�� last stageof ��adhlsrp in this region, �hen tp.e figures qf �admapam 
}}�P c;ttrctcted gr�ater attentioQ of the people b4t the Buddha had beco� 
a me:i;e collv�ntic:>n. These :figures of Padmapani alo:q.g with those from S�at 
seem to belong tq tpe sa¥1e. lq�t period. 'They ca11 be dated to the 6th-7-th 
centuries A.D., when the Indian influences had brought in Gupta classical 
clements in this region.. , ' . . 

The tall standing boulder about fifteen feet high has its surface 
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smoothly flattened and a shallow carving has made a niche-like arch. With
in thls1 arched panel, at its lower end, two sets of figures have been engra
ved in shallow relief (Pl. 99 b, No. 194). The figures are six in all. 

Pl. 99a; No. 193, is on the extreme south and is the largest seated 
Buddha in Dhyani mudra. The broad shoulder of the Buddha has been ex
aggerated. The two folded legs can be clearly seen but the hands, which are 
joined at the lap, are mixed up and their elbows are sharply drawn. The 
·face is rather very crude. The eyes are half closed .. On the forehead there
is the auspicious mark and the ushinsha overhead is distinctly visible. The
halo behind the head is very dimly visible.

The second set occupies the northern side of the big boulder (Pl. 
99b. No. 194). There are five figures. The two end ones are seated Dhyani 
.Buddhas (Pl. 100 b. and c.) at different levels. Though the face of these 
two figures is decayed, the lotus seat is dimly recognisable. The other 
three figures can be best seen in pl. 100 a, No. 195. In the centre is seated 
the Buddha in preaching pose on a lotus seat. The fingers of the hands as 
well as the face are damaged beyond recognition. But the main body is 
better drawn in this example. The simple halo behind the head is too 
large. On his either side stands Padmapani drawn in a fashion inclined to
wards the Buddha. They are dressed in the Indian dhoti which has its ends 
falling in front. The upper part of the body is bare with only the upper 
shawl falling from the left shoulder in a great swoop right across. Their. 
left hand is at the waist or extended down holding the lotus stalk. The right 
hand of Padmapani on the left is stretched down while that of the other 
figure 45 at the chest. The face of both of them isi damaged but the halo is 
slightly visible. These standing figures of Padmapani are equal in height to 
the seated figure of the Buddha. 

Pl. 101 a, No. 198. This figure is carved on an isolated boulder next 
to the above. Here we find Padmapani seated in lalitasana pose on a high 
.seat, with the right leg on the seat and the left hanging down. The folds of 
the Indian dhoti are distinctly marked. The muscular body is very well 
drawn. :The right hand is folded an d the fingers are touching the chin. 
The left hand is on the thigh, holding 'the lotus stalk. The face and th\e 
head are dimly visible. The halo behind the head is remarkably large. '.The 
head is. slightly tilted to his left. Similarly the upper half of the body is also 
slightly tilted. On the whole the figure is very well drawn. 

PL 101 b, No. 199: On the ne�t boulder we have a composition with 
Padrnapani seated in the middle in the same fashion as given in the earlier
figure. At the top on either side of the head of Padmapani there is a seated 
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Buddha of smaller size. Down below at the seat there is a donor on either 
side. On the right corner there is another seated Padmapani but it is very 
badly preserved. 

Pl. 102 a, No. 200: On a single boul.der a trefoil arch is carved on 
the rock, the arch is very dimly visible in the photogr�ph. Within this �rch 
the Buddha is seated on a half-blown lotus in the dhyani mudra. The face 
is damaged but the large halo is quite distinct. Th:is type of the Buddha 
within trefoil arch is a common motif at Chatpat (See pl. 63 b, )'Io. 124). 

Pl. 102. b, No. ,201: In the next boulder. we find two Padmapanis 
seated in lalitasana pose with the lotus stalk held in the left hand, which 
is1 resting on the thigh. The right hand is doubled and its fingers are touch
ing the chin. Both of them have halo behind the head. 

Pl. 102 c, No. 202: On a small boulder at the farthest end we have 
two Dhyani Buddhas seated together on a full blown lotus. The detail of 
the figures is not very clear. 

DAMKOT 

At the foot of the Dainkot hill on the river side there are several 
boulders still standing on the hank. In their proximity the people still take 
bath. These people of the locality informed about the 'rock engravingS'. 
They are all in a very bad state of preservation. At present only six boul
ders contain the carvings. The first boulder has a group. In the middle we 
have Padmapani (Pl. 103 a, No. 203) seated in lalitasana pose with his left 
hand on the thigh holding the lotus stalk. The right hand is in Varada mu
dra. He is putting on the short Indian dhoti. Behind the head is, the large 
halo. The figure on his left is completely gone while the standing figure on 
his right is dimly visible. One of his hand is. stretched down while the other 
is at the waist. 

The second ooulder has become completely dull. It is not illustrated 
here. There are three figures. One is the Buddha seated in Bhumisparsha
mudra. On his left two figures are visible. One is seated and the other is 
standing. They have all halo behind their head. 

The third boulder has a single figure - a seated Padmapani in lali
tasana pose (pl. 103, b, No. 204). The left hand which is on the thigh is 
holding the lotus stalk. The right hand is partly broken. The head is slight
ly tilted to his right and the body is also slightly bent. The large halo be-

hind the head is dimly visible. 
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. The fourth boulder shows a group. In the middle is seated Padma
pan1 iri'lalitasana pose {pl. 103 c, No. 205) with the left hand on the thigh 
holding the lotus stalk. The right elbow is resting on thk·right knee and 
the right arm on right calf. The twisted curls fall on the shoulder. To the 

··.right ipp oft�� h�lo is a Dhyani Buddha. Perhaps then� was ariother Dhya
ni Bi,.ddha on the left top but now broken.

. The I;ifth poulder shows two Padmapanis (Pl. 104 a, No. 206) seated 
in lalitasana pose. The left leg of the left hand figure is hanging down 
while the right hand figure has the right leg down. The lotus stalk is quite 

: .clear in the left hand of the left figure. The right hand of the right figure is 
. on the seat. 

The last boulder again shows two Padmapanis (Pl. 104 b, No. 207) 
!:-eated in the lalitasana pose. Their h,}nd poses are exactly alike the right 

· oh.e on the l�p and left one on the thigh holding lotus stalk. But 'the right
figure is slightly at a higher level.

All these figures have slim body and put on diaphanous dress. Prof. 
Tucci has rightly emphasized the Mahayana character of these figures. These 
1 rQ�k. carving� h�ve a great significance as they bear clear testimony to the 
_'cqntinuance of'the Gandhara art in this lat� period of 6th-7th centuries . 
. Tl}e r�pq�hitio,n of tr,is last phase of the Gandhara· art will now enable 
· many arf critics to rdriew the dating of many· sculptures that lie in the d if
f�rent mµseums. The Peshawar· Museum bas qufte-� ·few sculptures of this
period. I f I I • . , � . I 
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